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Carnwath Action Plan
Carnwath is one of 4 Communities which has been selected to take part in the
preparation of a Community Led Plan for the future of their town/village. It is a new and
exciting way for communities to become more involved in the Community Planning Process
and to heighten awareness of the partners and processes involved in Community Planning.
It is one of 15 pilot demonstration projects across Scotland, each of which is testing new ways
of involving local people in Community Planning - a process through which local authorities
and the main public sector agencies work together to establish a bottom-up approach to plan,
prioritise, and deliver better public services with the involvement and assistance of local
communities.
This Local Community Action Plan is a result of an initiative by Communities Scotland, and is
also supported by South Lanarkshire Rural Partnership Leader+.
The project presents an opportunity for local residents to:





become involved and contribute to the preparation of a community focused local plan
better understand, participate in, and influence the Statutory Community Planning process
make known their priorities for the town
support Carnwath to organise and take forward some local initiatives by itself.

Introduction

The Plan itself is a tool through which the community of Carnwath can enter into dialogue with
providers of services, and examine how improvements might be made. Moreover, it identifies
a range of actions which the community itself can undertake through co-ordinated voluntary
action.
At the heart of this process is an understanding that - in the light of public sector finances
becoming ever more tightly focused - the community which will flourish will have a clear and
realistic idea of it’s future, a commitment to helping itself, and a spirit of local responsibility.
“ At this stage, it is important to recognise that this Plan is only the first part of a dynamic
process. The Plan itself is at Stage 1, whereby the Community Planning Partners, the South
Lanarkshire Rural Partnership and Leader+ Programme will now become actively engaged in a
consultation process that will inform its implementation as part of a collaborative approach to
integrated rural development”.
Carnwath prepared this Community Action Plan with the assistance of ALVO (Association of
Local Voluntary Organisations).
The plan summarises community views about:





Carnwath now
The issues that matter most to local people
The community’s vision for the future
Priorities for action.

The plan outlines clearly the type of place
Carnwath residents would like to live in - and
what needs to be done to achieve this. It will
be used to highlight the community’s needs
and aspirations in discussion with public
agencies and other partners, and as
evidence of community support for priority
projects.
“Visioning Day”

Carnwath Primary
4th March 2006
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Methodology
This plan was prepared following extensive collaboration with the community, which
included:





A community survey delivered to every household in the area
A separate children’s survey issued to every primary school child in the area
A series of six focus groups/workshops to capture the views and priorities of the
over 50’s, women, children, youth, those out of work, and local businesses
A community “Visioning Event” to ‘reality-proof’ the findings from the surveys and
the focus groups and to finalise the priorities for inclusion in this Action Plan.

At every stage of the process it was emphasised that:

The Local Community Led Plan is…...



Introduction






An opportunity to participate and feed into a community focused Local Action
Plan prepared by local residents
An opportunity to understand, participate in, and influence Statutory Community
Planning
An opportunity to highlight the priorities for Carnwath
An opportunity to define what can be actioned by the community and what
needs to be developed in partnership with other organisations
An opportunity to organise and progress some local initiatives by the community
itself.
A Local Authority Scheme

The Local Community Led Plan is not…...




A wish list of things that should but may never happen
A promise of substantial additional funding coming into the area
A temporary unsupported project with no future.

The plan was facilitated by a member of the community, Anne Knox, and was supported
and delivered with the assistance of ALVO.

313 or 39.1% of 800
households completed the 106
question survey.
76 people attended the Focus
Groups and Visioning Event.
93 children’s surveys were
returned.
“Carnwath in Bloom” : Gala Day June 2005
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Our Community Now

Our Community Now

Many views, facts and figures were gathered about our community now, some of which are
included in this Plan. Additional materials will be included in a follow-up statistical document
which will be available on www.theGuidlife.net.
Summarised below are some of the key findings from the community survey and children’s
survey.

What we like….
Rural Setting
The people
The good schools and nursery

Central position
It’s quiet and friendly
The small community

“Living in an area surrounded by fields and trees”

“On the whole it is a quiet friendly place to live. Villagers are friendly. It’ is a great place to
bring up a family”
“Location close to major cities and towns but still retains country feel”
“Short walk and you are out in the country”
“Good school. Good community”

What we don’t like….
The disused buildings on the Main Street
The poor roads and pavements
The poor public transport

Lack of amenities
The amount of loitering
Poor parking facilities

“The terrible state and eyesore of the old school and garage on conservation Main Street “

“The atrocious state of the surrounding roads”
“Unreliable bus service”
“I can see the train from my property but there is a twenty minute drive to get to it.”
“Anti-social behaviour, particularly on weekend evenings”
“Too much traffic particularly heavy traffic”
“Parking poor especially access to Doctor’s surgery”

“Visioning Day” Group Discussions
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Community Profile
Population

Community Profile….

Carnwath has a growing population with 1447 residents in 2001 as compared to 1353 in 1991. 26% of the
population are single which is slightly less than the 28% of South Lanarkshire as a whole. When you
compare the under 16 age group with South Lanarkshire, Carnwath has 22% and South Lanarkshire only
19.73% 18.45% of the population are of pensionable age and over.

Housing
56% of housing in the area is privately owned, 33% local authority rented, and the remainder made up of
Registered Social Landlords and others. At present local property is more affordable than in some other
areas of South Lanarkshire, but Carnwath is seeing an influx of people from Edinburgh and surrounds
which is beginning to increase property prices.

Employment
Unemployment in 2001 at 4.55% was higher than the South Lanarkshire and Scottish averages 0f 3.80% and
3.97%. Carstairs State Hospital, the Railway, BHC Steel Fabricators, and Taylor and Morrison Haulage
contractors provide employment for a number of local people. The town has a hotel, three pubs, three
garages, a bank, a post office, a chemist, an agricultural supplier, four shops and a hairdresser, all of which
also provide employment, although on a smaller scale. A small number of residents have taken the
opportunity to start businesses from their own home.

Environment & Heritage
Carnwath is equidistant from other South Lanarkshire villages such as Lanark, Biggar, Carluke and Forth,
and is a town steeped in history. Approaching from Lanark you will see the Motte on the Golf course, a
castle mound and defensive structure, built around the 12th century by the Sommerville family, and which
gave Carnwath its name (The Cairn in the woods). The same Sommerville family were responsible for the
building of St Mary’s Aisle, in 1424, which is attached to the present day Parish Church. The churchyard
contains the tombstone of a Medieval knight and a memorial to some of the martyrs of the Covenanting
times. In the centre of the town, near the town hall, is the market cross, a relic of coaching days with its
column marked in miles from Edinburgh to Ayr and from Peebles to Glasgow. Carnwath is equidistant from
the East and West coasts of Scotland, being 25 miles South West of Edinburgh and 27 miles East South
East of Glasgow and has a direct link to Edinburgh city centre by way of the A70. This is seen by local
residents to be a locational advantage which has yet to be exploited.
The Wee Bush Inn in Carnwath was noted by Robert Burns on his journeys from Ayr to Edinburgh.
Formerly it had a thatched roof which used to be a common feature of buildings of this type in Clydesdale.
The history of Carnwath is not complete without mentioning the Red Hose Race which is the oldest foot
race in Britain and perhaps even Europe, apart from the Olympics, which is due to celebrate its 500 th
anniversary in 2008. Each year the local laird has to present a pair of red stockings to the winner of the
race or forfeit his lands! At the beginning of the 20th century the main sources of employment in the area
were farm work and weaving, with the remaining opportunities being joinery, labouring, working as a
blacksmith, or quarrying. In the 1920’s the State Hospital for the criminally insane was built. This became
a major employer in the area with most of the staff living in the West End of Carnwath. This is no longer
the case.
Carnwath is surrounded by peaceful open countryside and fine views which are among the main things
that townsfolk like about the area. Walking is a popular activity, especially along the River Medwyn, which
is also used for fishing, sunbathing, picnicking, or, for the braver few, a
quick dip on a hot sunny day.
Carnwath was once a thriving town with people travelling from all over,
especially Edinburgh, by train to Carnwath Station and enjoying the local
shops such as drapers, bakers, blacksmiths and shoe shops. The town is
now beginning to look run down and tired, with the main approach from
Edinburgh marred by the condition of the boarded up old school and
adjacent disused garage and shop - which is viewed locally as a complete
eyesore, giving a very bad initial impression of the town. The roads and
Carnwath Motte
pavements are in need of repair and many streets require upgraded street
lighting. However, the town’s overall appearance is beginning to change
thanks to the efforts of local people.
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Time for Action
The community identified numerous issues needing to be tackled in the town. These were
separated into issues within their own control as a community and those outwith their control
but within their influence. Each set of issues were then prioritised according to the overall
views expressed in the surveys, the focus groups, and at the visioning day. A group of 13
people have already come forward to pursue the issues in this plan, and to encourage the
townspeople to become involved in those projects which the community can initiate for
ourselves, and also to generate strong communication links with the necessary agencies
dealing with those aspects of the plan outwith our control, requesting their assistance and
cooperation.

In Our Control - High Priority
Priority 1

Community Newsletter

Over 63% of residents feel that the current provision of information is inadequate, and
support the creation of a community newsletter. This was seen as the most appropriate
vehicle, and would lead to a dramatic improvement in accessible information for local people .

ACTIONS:

Establish a community newsletter.
Further develop the Carnwath website on theGuidlife




Priority 2

Youth and Children’s Activities Extended

52% of local people consulted said that better facilities for children and youth would most
improve the quality of life in the area. This was reinforced by the Children’s survey and those
participating in the Visioning Event.

ACTION:

Support the provision of additional resources for youth and
children’s services within the village.



Other suggestions to achieve this were: Support training for 16-25 years olds e.g. How to become an active Citizen.
 Explore the potential for before and after school clubs and uniformed groups

especially for primary 5 and below

Priority 3

Women’s Group

Establish a group within Carnwath to provide a focus for women. This would be particularly
useful for women who have recently moved into the town - to help them develop social
contacts and a support network to help them settle into the town and not to feel isolated.

ACTIONS:

Establish a new women’s
group.
Facilitate the establishment of
the group including
constitution and funding.





Other suggestions:

Ac-

 Provide information on the aims and

objectives of existing women’s
groups.
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Action...Action...Action.

In Our Control
Control-- High Priority
Priority 4

More local activities

There is recognition within Carnwath that more activities are required for all ages.
Suggestions have included informal and formal training in a vast range of courses e.g.
Art and Crafts, Dancing - all types, and for all age groups. Keep fit classes. Computer
Classes. Back to work training, and foreign languages.

ACTIONS:








Priority 5

Ensure that the activities already available are publicised in the new
Community Newsletter.
Engage with agencies that supply these facilities e.g. South
Lanarkshire Council art and community officers.
Build a database of local tutors, artists etc.
Ensure that any facilities provided are accessible and affordable to
the wider community.

Promote and Develop the Town’s Heritage

The people of Carnwath feel that their town has a rich source of history which is not
fully exploited and promoted.

ACTIONS:








Capture the knowledge of local historians for publication.
Publish a tourism/marketing leaflet for distribution within the central
belt.
Provide information through the community newsletter and
community website.
Promote the 500th Anniversary of the Red Hose Race.

The Cairn in the Woods (Carnwath)

Priority 6

St Mary’s Aisle

Greater Community Co
Co--operation with the Police

Although 80% of people feel safe living in Carnwath, 52% of people see a reduction in
crime as one of the best ways to increase quality of life in the area. There appears to
be a genuine reluctance to report crime, especially in relation to drug abuse,
underage drinking and vandalism. The main barrier to reporting crime is preservation
of anonymity.

ACTIONS:





Use the Community Newsletter to encourage residents to report
crime more often using methods that maintain anonymity like
“Crimestoppers”.
Assist local residents to set up Neighbourhood Watch areas.
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In Our Control - Lower Priority
Priority 1

Upgrading of Tennis Courts

The community felt that the tennis courts were a facility that was under-used due to
their poor state of repair. Upgrading is urgently required. Conversion to a multi-sports
facility with an all weather surface and flood lighting would allow the community to
utilise the area for maximum benefit.

ACTIONS:





Priority 2

Engage with other agencies to investigate what can be done to make
the tennis courts an area of pride in the town.
Investigate the feasibility of community ownership of the tennis
courts.

Dog Fouling

Throughout the surveys, focus groups, children’s survey, and visioning event, many
people commented that ‘dog fouling’ was an increasing problem in Carnwath. It was
felt that more action should be taken to reduce/eliminate this problem. Many dog
owners who do remove their dog waste and put it in the correct bins are also upset
that they get a bad reputation by the few who do not clean up after their dogs.

ACTIONS:





Ac-



Posters to be located in Town Hall etc.
Highlight problem to Council.
Work in partnership with Council.
Name and shame policy.

Carnwath Health Centre
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Shared Control
Priority 1

Reduce Drug and Alcohol Abuse

Almost 83% of people feel that there is a serious problem in Carnwath with drug and
alcohol abuse. The effects of this are evident throughout the area and steps need to
be taken to reduce this.

ACTIONS:










Priority 2

Investigate best practice in reducing the effects of drugs and alcohol
on communities.
Encourage greater parental responsibility with regard to underage
drinking.
Encourage trader’s to insist on production of ID prior to alcohol sales.
Work with Strathclyde Police and Lanarkshire Health Board to define
a local strategy to address this problem.
Arrange information events for concerned members of the
community.

Disability Provision

It was felt that many buildings in Carnwath were not accessible to the disabled.

ACTIONS:




Priority 3

Investigate a way forward in improving access for the disabled.
Establish links with agencies e.g. South Lanarkshire Council, Disability
Forums to explore exchange of information and how to improve a
access for the disabled.

Bus Routes Extended

Access to and from local facilities are inadequate and in particular there is no direct bus route
between Carnwath and Biggar where the local High School is situated. A limited bus service to
Livingston shopping centre has recently been provided and is well supported by the public.

ACTIONS:






Investigate the requirements of bus routes.
Investigate how to access funding for Carnwath’s own Community
Bus.
Form closer links with Rural Transport Trust to let people know how
to get access to their services.

Ac-

Carnwath’s rural location provides a pleasant
living environment, but the accessibility of
facilities is limited
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Outwith Our Control - High Priority
Priority 1

Old School/Garage/Shop

Three properties in the Carnwath Conservation Area are in a very bad state of repair.
Given their location at the approach to town from the main Edinburgh Road, the
community feel that this first impression of Carnwath is not a good one.

ACTIONS:





Priority 2

Efforts should be made to meet with the owners of these premises
and find out their future plans for the redevelopment and
occupation of the buildings, and
for any potential there may be
for the community to purchase
the Old School.
Further investigation should be
made with the local councillor
and South Lanarkshire Council to
see if there is anything that can
be done to assist the
THE OLD SCHOOL
re-development of these properties.

Traffic Policy

Various efforts have been made in relation to traffic calming in Carnwath over the
years with the addition of traffic lights, a mini roundabout, speed flashing signs etc as
you enter the village. This is an issue that upsets the majority of the local residents
who feel that many of the traffic calming measures have been a waste of time e.g.
restricted parking in Carnwath Main Street. There is an urgent and necessary
requirement for a community car park located within easy walking distance of various
facilities such as the Health Centre, Town Hall, and local shops.

ACTION:



Priority 3

Investigate ideas to explore best use of traffic calming within the
town.

Public Toilets Reclaimed

The community feel that the public toilets are very user “unfriendly” and have been
used by some sections of the community as a hiding place and unofficial drinking den.
Recently needles have been found in the toilets making them even more of a no-go
area for locals.

ACTIONS:



Ac-



Contact South Lanarkshire Council to work in partnership to
modernise and upgrade the toilets.
Toilets reclaimed where they can be seen as a real benefit to the
town instead of another facility that is unused by the wider
community.

The main entrance to Carnwath
from Edinburgh
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Outwith Our Control
Priority 4

Street Lighting

The community accept that improvements have been made in this regard over the
years, but changes within the community require further improvements. Many people
feel that Carnwath is a “DARK” town and requires additional lighting as well as
upgrading to existing street lighting. There is no street lighting on the access road to
one of the town’s main employers - the steelworks. The survey and focus groups
highlighted that additional lighting was required in the back areas of the Main Street
and at various other locations.

ACTION:



Priority 5

Enter into a dialogue with South Lanarkshire Council and keep the
community informed of progress.

Safe Cycle Path

The people of Carnwath enjoy the rural setting of the town and feel they could
appreciate this more by the inclusion of cycle paths in the area.

ACTIONS:







Priority 6

Commence investigation in creating cycle paths within the town and
surrounding countryside.
Complement government policies to reduce pollution and become a
“fitter healthier” country.
Encourage cycling as a family activity that all age groups can take
part in. Consult with South Lanarkshire Council and Forestry
Commission

Sport Centre

There is a positive demand for a sports centre within all age groups in the community.
Most people accept that this is outwith our control, however there is no reason why
the community cannot lobby the local councillor and council to enter into a dialogue as
to how Carnwath can enter the race for a Sports Centre in the future.

ACTIONS:







Contact Local Councillor
Contact all appropriate authorities
Investigate current useage of Sports Centres in South Lanarkshire by
Carnwath residents
Feedback to Community

Ac-

Wall Hanging courtesy of
Carnwath Primary School
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Next Steps...
Establish a “Town Co
Co--ordination Group”
ACTION:
Establish a Town Co-ordination Group which is representative of the entire community.
This group will be run by ordinary members of the community with the main purpose of
achieving improvements to Carnwath by progressing the actions identified in this Plan.
13 people came forward at the Visioning Day to take part in a “Town Co-ordination
Group”.

Carrying Out These Actions
A committee will be established to lead in the delivery of this action plan. It will work
closely with Community Planning Partners, existing local organisations and collaborate
with neighbouring communities.

Main Contacts
If you would like further information with regard to either this plan or the “Town
Co-ordination Group” please contact;

Next Steps….

Anne Knox: Tel: 07706 886830

Supporting These Actions
Few of these actions can be achieved without the strong support and involvement of
local people and collaborative working with other organisations. If you are interested in
assisting with any of these priority projects, please contact us.

Reviewing The Action Plan
We will from time to time review our progress in implementing this plan, inviting all
groups in the community to attend a meeting and assess the progress we are making in
carrying out the actions set out in the Plan. A review meeting will be held 12 months
after the launch of the Plan, to take stock of our achievements and set goals for the
future.

Thanks are extended to all who took part in
helping to prepare this Local Community Led
Plan, to Communities Scotland,
South Lanarkshire Rural Partnership Leader+
and ALVO.

Some of the 13 individuals who have stepped forward to work with
local groups and the community to implement this action plan
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